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Described in this report :is a,project undertaken to
examine the interaction between those who work in responsive-service
systems, such as fire departments, the police and the public
Utilities, and the urbom citizens they serge. An overview of two
issues is given: thet significance of human interaction in
response-ervice" delivery during urban emekgencies and the roleof
tocial scieirc: research in solving urban problems. The report then
traces the .4e elopment of the ,project, 'including the selection of the
participating cities (Cincinnati, Kansas City, Miami, Rochester, San
Diego, and Stamford) and their Task Forces. At each research stage,
comments from the project staff illuminate aspects of -both the
leveloping research agenda and the collaborative method used to
Ichieve it, The repOrt concludes with the recommendations of the
project staff, directed mainly toward 'the "human dimension" in
responsive- service delivery during urban emergencies and towards'
certain changes in the conduct of futute projects similar to this
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INTRODUCTION

Urban environments are physically'and socially complex. They are densely
populated, alive with the energy of human activity. These qualities have both
positive and negative effects on the people who live in cities. The- diversity
of urban life provides opportunities that are unavailable elsewhere--museums,
galleries, theaters, and shops abound; exposure to a variety of cultures and
life-styles is almost inevitable. But the streets of a city are also full of
strangers, people who feel no special responsibility for one another. It may
be easy to maintain a sense of privacy in an urban environment, but it is also
easy to feel alone. The psychological sense of security that comes from being
connected to a social network can be difficult toachieve. And so the quality
of urban life may be colored lmewhat by a sense of anonymity and insecurity.

Feelings of insecurity'are heightened in an emergency--a fire, for ex-
ample, or a personal crime or a blackout. During these brief and intense
"crisis" experiences, the citizen is helpless, overwhelmed by a situation that
seems out of control. In a city, emergencies are likely to occur when one is
among strangers, away from people who might help because they already know and
care about the person under threat. Thus, the urban citizen is especially.de-
pendent upon the peolAe in such responsive service systems as fire departments,,
the police, and the public utilities., The manner in which the people in these
systems provide emergency services has a significant impact on the citizen's
sense of security and thus on the quality of urban lift.

Consider, for example, the dilemma of a young man who comes home from
work one day to find his, apartment burglarized. The thieves have torn the
place. apart, strewing his possessions from one end to the other. Stunned, he
begins to assess the damage--his television set, stereo, clock radio, and sev-
eral cameras are missing. The burglars even went through his closet anCtook
all of his suits. The victim picks up the phone and dials the police.

The phone rings and rings; finally a police officer answers, takes the
victim's name and address, and says that someone from the department will come
and take a repOrt. When the officers arrive sometime later, they are courteous
and thorough, but they are. clearly not impressed by this crime The thieves
are long\gone; no one has been physically hurt. They tell the victim it could
have been worse and rqmind him that, after all, he did leave his windows un-
locked. After the offIcers leave, the young man tries to clean up the mess,
but he feels depressed, alone and afraid.

The behavior-of the pclioe'officers in this case has been perfectly correct
by the standardaof almost any department in the country. Yet the officers have
missed an opportunity td be of more than routine service to a victim in need.
Replaying the scene with some modifications may help to illustrate,. Suppose,
again, that the victim-picks up his phone and dials the_police. On the,-first

5 4
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ring, he is answered by a dispatcher who is able to send 4 patrol car to the
victim's home Auickly. The police listen with interest and sympathy as the
victim shows them the damage and helps them construct a list of the stolen goods.
The officers talk with the victim about how the burglars might have gained ac-
cess to the apartment; they suggest that he may want to reinforce his window
locks to help prevent another burglary. Finally, they suggest that he call a
friend to come and help with the cleanup. After the officers have left, the
victim and his friend talk about how helpful the police have been and how glad
they are they can count on them in an emergency.

Responsive-service systems such as police departments are usually evalu-
ated in terms of the speed and efficiency with which they handle emergencies.
But there is another dimension of their work that is just as crucial: the
psychological and social interaction between those who provide service and
those who receive it. This human dimension often determines the satisfaction
experienced by both the service provider and the service receiver. When the
human aspects of their encounter are ignored, the problems that arise during
the emergency may be intensified for either or both parties.

The National Science Foundation has supported an effort by the Center for
Social Research of the City University of New York (CUNY) to examine the inter-
action between those who work in responsive-service systems and the urban citi-
zens they serve. e objective of this first effort was to develop a series
of questions about he human dimension .in responsive services. One 'final out:-
come of the proje was a research agenda for further study in this area.

The International City Management Association (ICMA), A professional and
educational organization for appointed municipal administrators in local govern-
ments, assisted Yin the project. iThey provided the practical expertise that
"made it happen" by helping to select the participating cities, enlisting the
interest of receptive city managers and serving as a resource during project
activities. The responsive services selected for the project included the
.public safety systems (fire and police),,and the public utility system. Six
cities that represent the diversity of American urban life were chosen as par-
ticipants--Cincinnati, Ohio; Kansas City, Missouri; Miami-, Florida; Rochester,
New .York; San Diego, California; and Stamford, Connecticut.

It was decided at the, onset of the project that the significance of the
human dimension could-be-geen most clearly through a combination of several
points of view: Service providers and receivers have the practical experience
needed to identify the,lactors involved in then human interaction;7behaviecal
scientists have the technical-capacity to translate these factors1"into queations
that can be addressed by the methods.of social-science research,. The collabora-
tion(between those who are actually involved in emergencies and those who want
to study them provided a unique method for examining.this question,'

A Taskaorce was created in each participating city'to address two ques-
tions: l Which aspects of the human encounter between service providers and
service receivers in emergency situations most significantly alfget the quality
of urban life? 2) :How can theSe asp4Fts be studied? Each collaborative Task
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Force was composed of five .people: a city manager, administrati e and union
representatives of the police, fire and/or public utilities syst s, and a be-
havioral or social scientist: The Task Forces were constituted I. the spring
of 1977 and reported to the project staff in the fall of that yeaT.

,---'

On Decemblr 1 and 2, 1977, a -conference was held at the'CUNY Graduate
School and University Center to New,York City on "Responsbe Services and the
Quality of Urban Life." The six Task Forces and the project staff met together
for these two days to clarify and refine the ideas developed by each individual
Task Force. Their ultimate goal was the preparation ofanagenda for future
research. During the first day of meetings, a number of invited guests also

l participated. Like the Task Force meetings, the conference provided opportuni-
ties for collaboration between behavioral researchers and responsive-service
practitioners.

Among the findings of the project, some of the most exciting were surprises,
results that had not been anticipated by most of the people involved. One of
these had to db with the preconceptions and attitudes of the participants. Both
researchers and service providers found t at they had harbored certain inaccurate
stereotypes about the "other side." Some' researchers expected the service provi-
ders to be so oriented toward day-to-day, nuts-and-bolts matters that they would
have no interest in rigorous theoretical discussion. The researchers discovered
to the'r delight that this was not the case--the practitioners were extremely
knowledgeable about theoretical issues and quite sophisticated 4ntellectually.

`On the other hand, some of the practitioners expected the researcherS'Ito
be 'arrogant know-it-alls, incapable of listening tocontributionsfrom the real
world perspective. They, too, were pleasantly surprised; the researchers were
reality oriented and open and willing to learn. In short, the quality of the
exchange between responsive - service practitioners and behavioral researchers
exceeded their expectations. It was not jii,st a mechanistic exchange in which
one provided the problems and the other proiAded research methods for solution.
Tnstead, a true dialogue among peers took place with the potential for joint
probleth- solving on a high conceptual level.

Another unexpected finding was the degree of commonality in the identihl
cation of problems and issues among the various responsive services. The pro-
ject staff were careful to select cities that were different from one another
and to include representatives from fire, police, and public utility services
on each of the Task Forces so that the widest possible group of problems and
issues would emerge. Once this diverse group had been assembled, however, they
all seemed to be tallcing.about the same. issue . Most areas of concern did not
originate in any single' espopsfve service; i terracial tensions letween service
provider and service receiver were as likely to be found in fire departments
in police departments. Cities that aze very different are nevertheless plagued
by similar problems; Miami, Florida+, and Rochester, New York, both Heve disaster-
management problems although in cite case the cause is hurricanes and in the other
it is blizzards.

A third important finding of the project was the' significance of the col-

am*
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laborative method employed. Practitioners from responsive-service systems and
behavioral scientists were able to work together to focus on urban problems
that can be addressed by research. This kind of collaboration proMises to bridge
the traditional distance between the two groups, a distance that has sometimes
been characterized by mtstrust. A great deal was learned during Om project
about the value of such collaborative efforts and about the conditions under
which they are most likely,:to succeed.

The work of this project has been done in a timefthen American cities are
under extraordinary stress. Throughout the country at local, state, and na-
tional levels, there is an increasing demand for more productive and economical
management of cities. In this crisis atmosphere, the role of human relationships
in the quality of urban life is easily forgotten. But the survival of our cities
may well depend upon the degree to which human questions are raised and answered
in the next decades.

This report describes the project in some detail. It begins with an over-
view of two issues: the significance of human interaction in responsive- service
delivery during urban emergency situations and the role of social-science re-
search in solving urban problems. The report then traces the development of the
project from the selection of the participating cities and their Task Forces
through the work of the conference. The research Issues are presented as they
evolved through the stages of the project. At each stage, comments from the

1project staff illuminate important aspects of both the developing research
agenda and the collaborative method used to achieve it. -he report concludes
with the recommendations of the project staff.

The project described here is a first effort to address dt area of inquiry
that has been largely ignored. It involved the exploration of.a relatively un-
familiar concept--the human'interaction between service provider and service re-
ceiver--and it used a novel method- -the collaboration between researchers and
,practitioners. It was designed to test both the significance of the concept
and the usefulness of the ithethod.

The project staff have made many critical comment& and recommended certain
changes in the procedures used. This is as it should be. The report is in
tended to stimurate further collaborative research \on the human dimensions of
urban life,. and it Is hoped that these efforts will benefit from.what lists been
learned in this project. In keeping with the belief that collaboration is pos-
sible only when information is acctssible to all parties, the report avoids the
specialized language of any professional group. It will be widely disseminated
amOng,all interested parties including those in the research &mmunity, those
who manage .cities, those who are involved in the delivery of responsive,services,

.and those who live in cities and depend upon these services.-
..

,Thet4uthors would like to thank the National Science Foundation 'f.:31 funding
this effdrt, the IGMA of- its resourceful support during the project, and the
six Task Forces, whose members Ore listed on the next two pages. The creation
of this report has required special effort becaUSe the meetings held during the
proje'ct were not intended to prQduce paRers or ether public documents
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We want to acknowledge the contributions of Dr. thirrsiet Connolly, who edited the
lists of researchable issues at several points.in their development and drafted
a preliminary report of project findings; Dr. Grodsky, who helped with
editing and conceptualization in the early stages; Ms. Dawn Sangrey, who served
as editor and writer for the final draft of this, report; and Mrs. Myra Damsky
and Ms. Millie Chebba, who provided secretarial services.
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AN OVERVIKW 0F PROiFCT IS!AlF!:

The quality of urban life Is determined In part by the Interaction between
the urban citiz4n and the urban environment. . People who live in large cities
are confronted by a complex physical and social environment vvery time they walk
out their front doors. Wkile cities provide opportunities such an museums,
theaters, and prestigious jobs, they also foster a kind of social Isolation.
Urban areas tend to he large geographically, and people move fairly long dis-
tani!es from home to work to places of entertainment and other activities. The
social networks of those who live or work in cities - -choir familien, friends,
and acquaintancesare, therefore, spread over a variety of locations.

in a city, the people yon work wtth are not necessarily the people you ".

live with or the people you play with. The geographical separation of hom,
work place, and recreation means that it is unusual In large cities for a neigh-
bor to be a coworker, a relative and/or a close friend as well. Urban citizens
tend to relate to one another on a limited number of dimensions. As a cons-
quence, their sense of responsibility for one another is limited according to
the specific roles they play in each other's lives.

The social effectoo of the urban environment may he amplified in an cmme-
gency situation. Consider what happens at the scene of a fire in a large city.
A crowd gathers. Among the crowd may be people who want to help, but they are
not likely to be the closest friends or family of the victims. While the sym-
pathy and comfort offered at such times by neighbors or by kind strangers is
important, it is also limited. Their sense of social responsibility for the
victims is likely to be short-term and rather superficial. An urban family
that has been burned out may even find themselves on-the street with no one to
help'but the strangers who came to fight the fire and the strangers whose job
it is to provide food and shelter for fire victims.

Responsive-Services and the
Urban Citizen's Sense of Security

People feel more secure if they are reasonably certain of being helped in
an emergency situation. When a person is part of a network of family and friends
who are readily available in times'of need, that network provides a measure of
psychological security; he or she is surrounded by familiar people who can be
depended upon to give help in urgent circumstances. Bin in a complex urban en-
vironment, a person who suddenly needs help may be outside of his or her social
network, surrounded by strangers. The urban emergency victim cannot be assured
of inipmediate help from friends.

As society has become more complex, particularly in urban environments, the
socjal responsibility for providing help in crisis situations has been transferred
from friends and family to strangers, people who help because it is their job to
do so. Fire fighters, police officers, and public utility personnel are among
those on whom the citizen depends in time of threat. The urban dweller's sense

12
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to his or her perception of
these will meet the citizen's

Whetherornof ileople can expect toget'thekind of help they need' when
they really need it As. an important part of their internal-sense of safety.
Feelings of security come from the perception that the environment will be re-
sponsive, to the individual under threat.'n fact the citizen's expectation
about what will,happep to him or her in-an emergency isa Significant aspect

-"tof the quality of his-or her life.

Human Interactions in Emergency Situations
_J-

.f.: /7 Technical competence and response readiness are essential aspects of'the
delivery of emergency services'. A police officer must be able to respond
quickly when a crime in progress is reported. Those,who provide emergency

1
utility service must understand the dangers o a broken gas main. Fire fighters
must know how to determine whether everyone i out of a burning building. The
service provider, must be prepared to make difficult decisions and to,act on them,
sometimes in a life -or -death situation. In each of the responsive services, the
freedom and capability to act with speed and good judgmentare crucial.

$

Yet the professional skills involved in using equipment, responding with
speed, understanding emergency procedures, and exercising good judgment are
only part of the story.,

. There is another dimension that is just as important.
We call it "the human dimension." When a police officer tells a family that
one of their members has been injured, or a fireman rescues someone from a
burning building, or a utilities worker comes to-a private home to repair a
downed power line, what occurs is a personal encounter between human beings.
The people who provide emergency services interact with the people who need
the services. Two or more individuals communicate, verbally and nonverbally.
During the emeiWby, each of them has feelings and thoughts which reflect in-
dividual beliefs and expectations. Encounters between service providers and
service receivers can be seen as short-term but well-defined human relation-
ships.,

The project described in this report is concerned with these relation-
ships. It focuses -.on an unfamiliar aspect of emergency-service delivery: not
the response time or the arrest rate, but the human reactions of the people most
directly involved. What happens between the service provider and the service re-
ceiver in those tense moments when one comes to.the aid of the other? The' pro-
ject sought to identify significant dimensions of the provider's role, the re-
cipient's role, and their interaction. It raised questions such as these: What
are the expectations of the service provider who responds? How do these expec-
tations-affect the interaction between them? How is. a crisis situation different
from other human encounters; and what special constraints are introduced by the
requIrements of the situation? In short, the encounter between the service pro-
vider and the citizemin an emergency was seen as a special kind of relationship,
and the project sought to clarify the important dimensions of that relationship.

13



One''bf the most useful stories told during the k,of the prdject may help
to illustrate the significance of the human dimension. The story is about a
young police off was assigned to an emergency services unit right after

I

i

he had graduated fr kipOlice academy. ',.;HiepartAer in the patrol car was an
d\older, tor--experie officer had workedin crisis situations for many .

years.. After the twc,had responded to several emergency.ca4s.together, the
'11. older man questaned the younger one about his previous training. The new of- .

ficer confessed that,he had had no training in police emergency procedures.

His partner turned toward the back Seat of the patrol tar and pointed out
a large, portable searchlight. "Vrom no on,",he said, "I want yOu to follow
me and carry this l $ght with you at all times whenever we go out on a call."

The new officer was- uzzled. "Even iii broad daylight ?"

"Especially in broad daylight!"'

"Why should I do that?"

"Because if you carry the light you will look like you know what you're
doing. And that., makes people feel better."

A
The older offEcer was expressing his understanding of an important part of

his professional role in emergencies: the need to act with competence and confi-
dence, and'thus to reassure the victims by bringing a sense of.order to chaotic
situations. He understood that--in a very real way- -this competent, authorita-
tive demeanor was a vital, and reassuring part of emergency assistance.

toward a New Definition Of Productivity,

The Productivity of responsive-service systems is usually measured exclu-
sively in terms of such factors.as cost effectiveness,rapid-ity of response,
and technical wefficiency. Each of these plays an important role in the quality
of service delivery, but when attention is focused only on such factors, the
importance of the human dimension can be overlooked.

The project describes:Pin this report argues for a broader and somewhat
different definition of productivity than the one that usually obtains. It

also provides a way to begin to approach thelproblems involved in measuring

r

t e huMan interaction in emergency-serviwe delivery.

At its heart, productivity measurement is an effort to quantify and eval-
,

quate the work of a system. It 'attempts to answer this question: How effectively
does this system do what it is supposed to do?'"' When it satisfies the needs that

eli

it has, been created-to meet with ficiency and economy, we call the system pro-
ductive. To oversimplify somewhat 'then, manufacturing is productive when it
turns out the best possible goods at'the least possible cost. By counting;.
tabulating, and computing measures of input and output, one can arrive at a .
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c.

AIstraightforward assessment of indugtrial productivity.

Many attempts to assess productivity,in'the public sector--that is, of ser-
vice systems such as police, fire,., and welfare departmentshave assumed this
manufacturing model. Inputs such as personnel and equipment costs ace compared
with outv.its such' as clients served or chminals arrested. But this kind of
productivity model fails to take acciount of the essential difference between
the activities of government an industry. It does not address the 'goals, _

question: "What needs has this, ystem been created to meet?"
4-

k

A r sponsive-service system i
,

.

s intprOductive when iteets the victim's needs
175for hel . The quality of the human interaction between service provider and

service receiver is a crucial dimension of the help tpat the victim receives.
The project.suggests that the short- and lohg-term effects of service delivery,
including its evaluation by citizens, are affected by the human interactions
that occur during the delivery of emergency services. The project therefore
.arg9es for the inclusion of the human dimensiOn in the evaluation-of responsive-
seeVice systems. It views the human interaction as a significant--and usually
unacknowledged--factor in responsive-service productivity.

Including the human dim sion in responsive-service productivity measure-
ment poses a number of diffi ulties. First of all, such a definitig#gis un-
familiar. Both the service- elivery systems themselves and those outside of
the systems who are charged with their evaluation are accustomed to focusing
on other, more technical aspects of service delivery. One way in which fire
departments, are commonly evaluated, for example, is according to the technical
proficiency and speed with which they a'e ableto extinguish fires. This mea-,
sure of productivity is easy to pfiderstand; its relationship to the effectiveness
of the fire department is obvioUs. .

HoWever,i\as has already been suggested, the' way in which .a fire fighter
deals with the victim's social:and psychological situation also affects the
outcome of the emergency. This dimension of the fire department's function
is not so familiar--most people dornot think about human interaction when they
think about the productivity of the fire department. Yet, the` -1-ictim may need
more help after the fire has been extinguished, and in tOday's cities, where
fire fighters often take the place of friends and family, there may be no one
else to care aboUt the victim.

Alok

Including, e human interac tion in productivity assessment is not only
unfgmiliar, it I also technically difficult. Human encounters are much harder
to measure than response time. Any encounter between two people is an incre-
dibly complex phenomenon. It involves the attitudes, values, and expectations
that each person brings tb the encounter; the verbal and nonverbal ex&lange be-
tween them; and the effects of the social context, the situation in which they
meet. It'is difficult enough to quantify these aspects of an interpersonal ex-
change in the controlled environment of a social-science laboratory. In a real-
life situation, the problems involved in measuring and evaluating the encounter
increase geometrically.
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there is a third difficulty in including-the human dimension in productivity
assessments - -and this is perhaps the greatest barrier of all. It was once widely
believed that the practical world oc.buSiness and everyday enterprise was a sphere
in whichlit was inappropriateto give a high priority to human,feelingS. The
stereotype of the heartless, toughminded businessman is an exaggeration, of a cul-.
tural exptctation: Those who;are concerned with "getting things done" in the
real World" should proceed a$ if they have little concern for emotional needs,
either their own or those Of other people. In recent years the importance of
acknowledging'human needs has become more widely accepted, but the earlier atti-
tude still influences' many syStems.

Thus, in responsive-service systems, administrative and political objectives
may make it hard for service deliverers to give adequate attention to the iuman
dimension. In some systems neither the job description nor the training o per-
sonnel includes much consideration for the human interaction between service pro-
vider and service receiver. The human needs of practitioners.within the system
may also be neglected.. In some systems, a personwho insists upon the importance
of human concerns may even be thought of as "soft" or 'idealistic."

. For all of these reasons, then, the importance of the human dimension in
responsive-service system productiVity has been overlooked. But if; as this
project suggests;-productivity concerns include human relationships and their
effects on the quality of service delivery, then the human dimension must be
evaluated. How can this be done? The project provided a method for beginning
to answer this queStion.

Solving Urban Problems: The Role of Social Science Research

.The social sciences include anthropology, economics, political science,
psychology, and sociology. Each of'these disciplines focuses on some aspect of
human behavior, trying to understand its causes and ccinsequenced by analyzing
the behavior systematically, using scientific methods. Traditionally this studyi
has been largely carried out in a university setting where problems can be ex-
amined slowly and carefully in an atmosphere that is deliberately separated froM
the rest of the world.

Practitioners--people who work in the nonacademic "real world" of practi-.
cal,systems-rarely have the luxury of analyzing A' problem with care over time..
They are much more likely to have to act quickly, pressed by the external de-
mands 'of the situation. This is especially true of systems, such as those that
deliver responsive services, in which dealing with urgent Situations is' part of
the day-to-day job. Yet the world certainly has problems that might best be
solved-by application of the methods of social- science research.

..1zY

Conceiving and conducting research which deals with fundamental theoretical
questions and--at the same time--addresses "real world" problems h4p been an il-
lusive goal in the social sciences. As the problemS of society grow more complex,
social science is often regarded as a logical resource in seeking solutions.

16
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There are, hOwever, many barriers.' The methods of applied research are at a
relatively early stage of development and are often crude. Rewards, -custom, an4
training within the social sciences do little to encourage research outside-the
traditional academic arena.

Most commonly, there have been two ways in which social science has ap-
proached areas of practical concern. (1) The social scientist, in testing
theories and/or gathering information, seCures'the cooperation of a "real7world"
system in achieving his or her research objectives. The practitioner system may
benefit from the information developed; it' is, however,.a totally passive entity ,

involved. neither in the asking nor in the answering of questions. Generally,
the arrangement is viewed by. practitioners as born of political expediency, a ,-
kind of short-lived reform, or simplyias a "rip-off." (2) The social scientist(
markets his or her skills in collecting and interpreting information, doing for
the practitioner; system what it cannot do for itself. Again, the syitem may
acquire knowledge; however, in the profess it is placed in a position of depen-
dence. Resentment ai2the nonreciprocal nature of the arrangement can be exptessed
through organizational resistance nd'failure to accept recommended changes.

Practitioners and policymakers, accustomed as they are to being active, are
often impatient with the slow process of academic knowledge building. Even.more
important is the fact that practitioners are traditiggirally involved neither in
problem identification nor in the actual research process. It is not surprising
that they often feel the results of social research do not serve their needs.

N..

Little headway has been made either in applying the methods and insights
of social research to the world of practical affairs or in testing laboratory-
derived assumptions about human behavior "out where the action is." Usually
this linkage problem is approached-as a question about the applicatign of ex-
isting research: How can the products of social research be used in the real
world? Underlying this question is the assumption that the basically objective
and remote methods of social ficience produce theory and knowledge that can then
be translated into practical principles or directives for those who must deal
with social problems.

Our experience in this project has enabled us to see the problem differently,
and to frame another question. We now ask: How can sbcial research be conducted
so that the social scientist and the practitioners share in the production of

...theory and knowledge? To ask the question in4his way is to make some very dif-
ferentperhaps even radical-- assumptions about the appropriate conduct of so-
cial research. 'It suggests that identificationof research problem areas is a
joint enterprise, that useful and valid research can result from a collaboration
between the professionals who build knowledge and thoSe who will apply it. It
also suggests that the reason social-science researchers have had such a difficult
time applying the results o their work is that they'may have been asking inter-
esting but impractical questions.

The topic of the human dimension in emergency ervice delivery is'an ideal
vehicle for extending both the theory and method ofNapplied social science.

1 ;

)
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The project involved the active participation of those who provide and receive
responsive services ip addition to including those experienced in the conduct
of behavioral research. Participants reviewed and studied a series of emergency
encounters in order to formulate, hypotheses about the principles of interaction
which obtain. The ground -rules were a change from stanclallo practice: Partici-
pants werestrue collaborators, with all members coaccountable as to the outcome.
It was hoped that such research - practitioner linkage aC the early stage of re-
search conceptualization would yield insights of greater theoretical and practi
cal value than would have resulted,from analyses by either group alone.

When those who have direct experience with urban problems are involved in
the definition of the research koblem and work with social scientists in the
search for a solution, th6 usefUlness of the research in the real world is vir-
tually assured. Because the researcher and tie practitioner are coaccountable
and equally involved, the need to translate knowledge into action becomes un-
necessary. Knowledge and action are a functional unity.

The role and identity of the practitioner in this collaboration is essen-
tial for its success. The early, committed, and accountable participation by
line-level personnel in human4service delivery systems is essential if knowledge
and action are to be functionally integrated in social research. Such partici-
pation informs the research design in ways that cannot possibly be done from'the
perspective of the researcher alone. Parameters of design and evaluation can be
introduced that are known only to line-level practitioners and these add signifi-

.

cant validity to the research.

Moreover, line-level participation in the planning_ and. conduct of action
research 'promises to add immeasurably to the research product's y'redibility
within the practitioner system. Such participation communicates,to other' ser-
vice deliverers within the organization (and indeed; within the entire insti-
tution) that the social innovation has merit. The work is likely to be seen as
advantageous and be accepted because "our people were involved."

0!T

Finally, the technology-transfer dilemma is addressed. Research data are
available to policymakers because they are generated within the auspices of the
practitioner system rather than through an independentmresearch system. Thus,
the likelihood is increased that findings will find expression in practice.

There-4s little ddubt about the commonality of interests between social ser-
vice practitioners and social scientists. For the former, successful interven-
tion requires an understanding of what people are all about; for the latter,
testing theories and building knowledge r4quires AZC'ess to people for study. It

would seem to be,an ideal basis for a symbiotic arrangement) that is, a coming
together of dissimilar species for some mutual advantage. Yet, too often in the
past, associations which, in theory, appeared'to promise only benefit, have
proven unsatisfaCtory to researcher, practitioner, or both. Why? Perhaps it
is because we hire been satisfied with simply cooperating, and have failed to
seek true, active collaboration. Genuinely fruitful relationships do not consist
of one active partner mid one passive one. Instead, there is mutuality of purpose
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and commitment, joint decislon-mtking, some interchangeability of function, and
coaccountability as to tie Atcome. . ,

We are not s4ggesting here that practitioners become researchers or shat
researchers turn to practice. To the contrary. It is the different backgrounds
ap,d skills of the two parties that make the collaborative model an exciting one.

different perspectives and functions complement one another and, 'in the pro-
ceas, yield new kinds of information and understanding.

The needs of urban dwellers and of those who serve them demand that the gap
between the social scientist and the responsive-service provider be closed. This
project was a firbt effort to deal'with the substantive and methodological bar-
riers to such collaboration. ,

O
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IT PROJECT

Phase One.: Selectin: Cities and Task- rce Memiiers
Ji

The Wit of the pr ct-began during the fall and winter `of 1976 when
Profesgor Morton Bard and egident Harold M. iroshansky, both of Th,,e Gradu-
ate School and University Center of the City Universityof New York (CUNY),
met with Ms. Lisa Stevenson of the International City Management Association-
(ICMA) to discuss selectdon criteria for the,Cities that would be invited to
participate. Two sets of criteria emerged in these early discussions; the goal
was to invite a group of cities that would represent the diversity of American
life and that would meet the specifications of the project design:.

These criteria were established to help ensure diversity:

1. The cities should be drawn from ;11-rarrtm_en4...geographical areas of
the nation.

2. Cities should have different socioeconomic and ethnic mixes in their
_populations.

3. There should be varying arrangements of population density and land
area, including cities that are relatively small and compact and cjities that
are more spread out.

4. The cities should vary as much as possible in climate.

The specifications of the project dictated these criteria for city se-
lection:

1. Each city should have a population of at least 250,000.

2. Since IOU's previous involvement with the cities was to be a major
means by which participation would be ensured cities with a city-manager form
of government were to be given priority.

3. Each city's manager had to be-intellectually able, a good administrator,
and receptive to the project concepts.

4. Since the behavioral scientist on the Task Force was to fill a key role,
each city had to have available a university or similar institution to serve as
a behavioral-science resource.

A list of cities was. drawn up, discussed, and revised. During March and
"April, 1977, Ms. Stevenson called the city managers of each cityon the list to
explain the project and invite their participation. Six cities eventually ac-
cepted the invitation: Cincinnati, Ohio; Kansas City, Missouri; Miami, Florida;
Rochester, New York; San Diego, California; and Stamford, Connecticut:,

*
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In each -154PrcicipAting
4L

ocity) the city manager or other city official was.
Jasked to recommend local, responsive- service administrators, union representa-
tives,

members. He was also asked to name people in of these roles who would

tives, mid a behavioral scientist who fight be able to serve as Task

not be effective Task Force members in his view. From these recommendations, the
Task Force in each city was constituted.

- 'Bard and Proshansky/20
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Phase One: Comments

The criteria used for'selecting the cities_lesUlted in the sought-after di-
versity; the participants were a fairly repreaintative cross-section of large
"American cities. As the ork of the project progressed, however, it became
clear that most,of oblems and\issues raised were as likely to be found in
one city as in another Since ithe topic of the project was human interaction,
there were few differ ces among the cities-- alparently service providers and
service receivers behave in much the same ways matter what city they are in.
Thus, it may be that it is not egaential to cover all of the regions of the
country in a subsequent project of similar design.

Some cities that were invited to join the project were juitble to do so.
It should be noted that not all cities are available to participate in projects
such as this One. Internal conflicts, municLpal elections, labor negotiations,
and the demands of other research projects, may understandably reduce the moti-
vation of a city to participate at any given time. The early enthusiasm of
those who accepted the invitation to participate is surely due, at least in part,
to the fact that all but one of the city administrators knew Ms. Stevenso ,and
had worked with her before.

The importance of ICMA's contribution as liason with the cities cannot be
overemphasized. It enabled the project staff to identify city managers who
would be receptive to the project.

Having the Task Forces chosen by the city managers had several positive ef-
'fects.' The Task Force members in each city were personally compatible and able
to work together. The mistrust or suspicion that sometimes is felt between re-
sponsive-service practitioners and behavioral researchers was absent here because
the researcher was already known. Since the researcher was designated by the
city manager, the researcher did not need to earn credibility with either the
city manager or the responsive-service practitioners in his or her Task Force.

In retrospect, however, it is felt that the behavioral scientists in this
effort were at a disadvantage because they were not sufficiently informed about
the project before they committed themselves to it. If another such project
were undertdken, it is suggested that the selection of the behavioral scientist,
a crucial decision, be a collaborative effort between the project staff and the
city manager in which several candidates are interviewed after a careful dis-
cussion of the qualities needed in such a person. Among the criteria for the
selection of the behavioral scientist, the following are suggested:

1. a clear commitment to urban social-science research and research
interest in the specific project topic; 21
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2. experience in working with practitioner systems;
! 5' 2

'

.51t
32`\experience with researc1h methodology;

4% credibiltty to both the practit Oner and the research systems;

5. availability \)to devote the nee ed time to serviceAas a medtber of thp
projecrotaff.

Phase Two: The Tal-Fotcd5illeetvs D

..-7L- 1 7

Afte allof the Task Forces were constituted, Professor Bard and Ms.I ,

Stevenson sclpeduled aisite visit with each group during May and June, 1977.
These visitstwere designed to give the Task-Foice members some methodological
and theoretical background to-help clarify the structure and goals of the pro-

tief description of the project, a set of guideli es for the work of1
ject, and to answer questions. Printed materials were prep red fdi distribu-
tion: a brthe

Task Fokses, and a short discussion of the application of prOductivity to
:local government.
.___,.. 44,

The Task Forces were directed to focus entirely upon the human interaction
between those who deliver and those who receive urgent services. Each Task
Force was to share and discuss the expeiiences of the practitiqpers in the group
with the-human dimension of emergency interaction. Based on these reports, mem-
bers were to identify a minimum of five interactive issues or factors in emer-
gency- service delivery which appeared to affect the ultimate outcome of the emer-
gency and which might be worthwhile subjects for research. The goal of the Task
Forces was to raise questions, not to seek answers. The final product of the
project--a research dgenda.for fufther study of the topic--was related in the
site visits to the improvement of responsive-service productivity and thus to
the advantage of city managers, service deliverers, and service receivers.

The role of the behavioral scientist in the Task Xorce was to help formu-
late from the group's discussionsfquestions that could be addressed by the methods
of social research. He or she was also asked to prepare a written presentation
of each interactive issue including these parts:

4

1. Problem. A direct and simple statement of the problem identified by
the Task Force.

2. Background. The basis of the problem in both practical experience and
direct or related prior research, if any.

3. Productivity. A statement of the relationship between the issue raised
and questions of productivity, including cost benefits.

4. Methods. Possible methods that could be employed in researching the
question.

5. Significance. An overall statement of the significance of the question
and the advantages of studying it.

22
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cIn June, 1977 an orientation m eting was,held in New York for the six be-
havioral sciettists. They-yorked.wi tRe project sUiliff to standardize proce-
dures for reporting Task Force result and discussed their experiences. in the
Task Forces so far. As a result of th s meeting, theTroject stag, (determined
that it would be;helpful to.modify their mandate to the.Task Forcei'.-vThe staff
decidfd4o omit Ae "methods" section from. the final Task Force reports and to
make Ike ,"productivity" section optional..
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The Task Forces concluded their meetings infhe fall of 1977. They sent in
their individual reports, which were edited by the project staff to achieve a
standard format and then distributed to all participants.

'N+

The appendix to this report contains the texts ofthe 26 Researchable Issues
that emerged in the final edited version. What follows here is a brief statement
of each of the final issues:

1. How can citizens be encouraged to feel more responsible
for themselves and their fellows so that they act to help prevent
crime?

2. How is the interaction between police officers and citi-
zens affected by the expectations each has of the other?

3. How can police officers and fire fighters be helped to
sit cope with the stresses of their work so that they avoid such.con-

sequences as alcoholism, divorce, heart attacks, and so on?

4. Would training in interpersonal relations improve the sensi-
tivity of service providers to the needs of service receivers?

5. How can the public best be educated about the functions
and limitations of the various service-delivery systems?

6. How can certain negative effects of responsive-service
delivery be avoided, e.g. a police officer ties up traffic while
he or she writes a ticket for an offending driver?

7. How do the relative socioeconomic status of the deliverer
and the receiver affect the service-delivery process?

8. What level of resources is needed for optimal service
delivery?

9111 How can service receivers be educated so that they ac-
cept a ernative crime-reporting procedures that are more pro-
ductive in terms of use of police officer time?

10. How is service delivery affected when service deliverers
do not reside in the city in which they work?

23
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11. How is service quality affected when legal constraints
prevent the service deliverer from doing what the service receiver
isheS?

2. How and why do citizens develop negative attitudes toward
service providers?

13. How does the service deliverer's physical and psycho-
1 ical fatigue affect his or her performance, especially his or
h r sensitivity to the service receiver?

14. How can the adverse effect of jurisdictional lines on
service delivery be minimized?

15. What causes cynicism in police officers and how can
these attitudes be changed?

16. What influence does the behavior of the dispatcher or
telephone operator have on the citizen who is reporting an emer-
gency?

17. How can citizens be encouraged to understand and accept
the fact that a fire fighter must temBerarily remove himself or
herself from active fire fighting for 'health and safety reasons?

18. How does job-related stress produce stress in the family
of the service deliverer?

19. How can both receivers and deliverers of emergencyser-
vices deal with their ppst-emergency feelings?

20. How is the interaction between the service receiver and
the service deliverer affected by the stresses of the service de-
liverer's job?

4

21. How can citizens be encouraged to report problems quickly,
accurately, and to the appropriate service?

22. How can the human concerns of the service reciver be
given adequate attention when the responsive-service system only
rewards efficiency and other such qualities of the service de-
liverer's performance?

23. How does the threat that service providers may be sub-
ject to liability risk affect their delivery of ,services?_

24. How can the negative effects of having bystanders or
onlookers at the scene of an emergency be prevented?

24
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25. Can evaluation criteria for the delivery of responsive
services be developed which takd into account the contrasting
views of deliverer and receiver?

26. How does a police officer's level of general education
(not specific job training) affect his or her job performance?

Phase Two: Comments

Communicating the project's underlying concepts to the Task Forces proved
to be much more difficult than the project staff had initially anticipated.

. As
.a result, TaSk-Force meetings were not always focused on the central topic of
the project. the human interaction between service receiver and service provider
was only orip=6f many topics included in the lists of issues sent to the project
staff by-tile Task Forces; less than one-third of the final 26 Researchable Issues
dealt exclusively with emergency encounters. The meeting between the behavioral
scientists and the project staff also demondtrated that the central concepts were
not clear.

In retrospect, this difficulty is believed to be due to the fact that the
concepts are hard to grasp and hard to explain. The problem is not so much con-
ceptual as it is cultural: We live in a culture in which the human dimension is
both ignored and taken for granted. In the ','real world" of work outside the home,
most people do not think of concern for human feelings as part of the job.

This is as true of behavioral scientists and responsive-service practitioners
as it is of anyone else. Research is thought of as having to do with technical
things, not human things. The responsive-service provider's job is often defined
in terms of a physical task--put out the fire, catch the criminal, fix the power
line--not in terms of any exchange between human beings. Individual firefighters
or police officers may be dedicated to public service and sensitive to human needs,
but the systems within which they work rarely give the human dimension first pri-
ority. This cultural and organizational bias against seeing the human dimension
as important may have prevented the participants from being able to focus on it.

There is at least one other reason that the work of the Task Forces was not
more clearly centered on the project's theme. During the Task Force meetings, no
one from the project staff was present after the first introductory meeting. When
the discussion later began to stray from the project topic, it seems likely that
no one recognized that fact.

The decision to provide only light-handed guidance for the Task Force meet-
ings was a deliberate one on the part of the staff. It was believed best to pro-
vide a task that was broadly defined and to offer staff assistance whenever it
was requested rather than to risk over-defining the task or over-supervising the
Task Force members. The collaborative'model suggests that both researchers and
practitioners may require "room to work" with the problems being discussed, and
the staff wanted to allow as much room as was needed.

25
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A related problem in the workings of the Task Forces was the confusion that
emerged in some of them about leadership roles. The first Task-Force meeting
was held in the city manager's office, and apparently some of the Task-Farce
members expected the city manager to be the group leader. The manager, however,
had no more information or expertise than anyone else. This confusion may have
prevented the emergence of natural leaders.

4
A final problem that may be related to difficulty in understanding the

project concepts is the relatively low level of productivity which character-
ized the work of some Task Forces. The rewards to be gained from working on
the project were apparently not very clear to some of the participants. Some
did not seem to give the project a very high priority.

Phase Three: The Conference

On December 1 and 2, 1977, a working conference was held at the Graduate
School of CUNY in New York City. Present were the members of the six Task For-
ces, the project staff and, on the first day only, invited community guests from
systems directly concerned with the delivery of emergency services (consumer
advocates; members of police, fire and public utility services in other cities;
social scientists; attorneys; staff of government agencies). This new gtioup,
whose members are listed at the end of this section, was included to introduce
a fresh perspective on the issues at hand. Before the conference, all partici-
pants received copies of the 26 Researchable Issues prepared by the Task Forces
and project staff. The purpose of the conference was to clarify these issues
through consolidation, elaboration, discussion, and further analysis.

The conference consisted of orientation and/or reporting sessions fol-
lowed by small-group discussion (see agenda, next page). On the first day,
the composition of the small groups was mixed: Representatives from..a variety
of services and disciplines in different cities met to discuss the Task-Force-
prepared issue packet. The goals of these meetings were:,

1. to increase the generalizability of the research program'to be be pro-
posed by fostering discussion on emergency-service delivery among individuals
with widely different backgrounds, operating within a variety of urban contexts,
and with different perspectives on the emergency encounter;

2. to identify overriding themes among the 26 issues produced by the
Task Forces;

3. to identify gaps in the 26 issues;

4. to provide background, where appropriate, which, would make issues
applicable to a wider range of emergency services and/or locations;

and
5. to consider the productivity implications of the researchable issues;
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Wednesday - November 30

5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Thursday - December 1,,

9:30 - 10:00 a.m.

10:00 - 11:00. a.m.
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Conference Agenda

Responsive Services

December 1 and,2 1977

Reception

Welcome Opening Remarks

Combined Task-Force Meeting
Community Participants Orientation

11:00 - 11:15 a.m. Coffee

11:15 - 12:30 p.m. Small Groups

12:30 - 2:00 p.m. Lunch

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Small Groups

3:30 - 4:30 p.m. Plenary Session

00 - Staff meeting

Friday - December 2

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Task Definition

9:30 - 11:00 a.m. Small Groups

11:00 - 11:15 a.m. Plenary Session

12:30 - 2:00 p.m. Lunch

2:00 - 4:30 p.m. Modifications and elaborations of research issues
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6. to begin to assign priorities to...the different research topics. Each
group included a staff facilitator and a reporter who took notewof the proceed-
ings

On the second day, Task-Force members were assigned to one of five groups
according to their work ro e: fire/public utilities; city managers, police,
union, behavioral scientist:- The division was made in this way to see whether
the focus of concern would fer according to work role. Groups were gisen the
task of discussing and assigning 'priorities to the researchable issues. Again,
each group was assigned a staff facilitator and a reporter.

During plenary sessions held at the beginning and end of each day, all con-
ference participants'met together. These meetings servedas periods of ortenta-
tiont general discussion, and reporting of the activities of small grouksi There
were also times, when participants were encouraged to react to both the Task-Force
portion of "e project and the conference itself.

AP

Issue Themes

Two major research themes emerge& from all six of the small groups on the
first day of the conference:' stress and communications. The theme of stress
(resear able issues #3, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23) consisted essentially of
a concern with the phy4tal and psychological strenses on the provider of emer-
gency aid. There was Interest in distinguishing which aspects of the emergency
encounter are necessatily stressful and which are modifiable. In addition, there
seemed, to be a need to know how such stress on the provider affects .subsequent
serce delivery, both directly and through Itss immediate effects on morale and
family life.

The c....unications theme was e y pervasive(researchable issues #1, 2,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16;'21, 22, 25). Amorig the groups there was an
overwhelming concern with professional image, and with the antagonistic feelings
that havePatisen between provfders and receivers of emergency services in many
urb4.n communities. Participants observed that the deliverer and the recipi
often have incompatibleiexpectations for performance during emergencies; th y
expressed interest in learning what effect these expectation# have on the quality
of emergency service. They were also concerned' with devising ways to transform
an often adversary relationship into one of working together for a common goal.

VS.

,Major omissions

The conference groups were also consistent in identifying the major omis-
sions in"the analysis presented by the Task-Force issues.

1. Focus was often on the deliverer of emergency service rather t on '-
the recipient-deliverer interaction;,questions were framed from th 'erspec-
Live alone. In large Measure, this fact was believed due to Task-Force compo-
Sitioni no members were specifically, chosen as consumer representatives. Al-
though all contributors were reminded that they and their families were receivers
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of emergency services in private life and were asked to adopt this point of view
at appropriate times during their deliberations, this appeared, to be an ineffec-
tivpmeans'kof introducing the receiver's point of view into the process.

-

2. Almost half of the 26 researchable issues produced by the Task Forces
concerned police services only. This overemphasis on the police role in emer-
gency interactions with citizens was attributed to the fact that police most of-
ten encounter emergencies with obvious "human" aspects (e.g., disputes). In
contrast, fire and public-utilities personnel deal with emergencies that, although
they involve people, are primarily physical in nature. Thus, because of the char-
acter of the job, police practitioners are more often involved in human inter-
action and, thus, had already begun their analysis of the human aspects of emer-
gency encounters before this project. During the conference, with attention di-
rected specifically to this deficit, fire and utilities representatives began to
apply to their own services the thinking that was articulated from the police
perspective.

1

3. Ta'sk Forces were originally charged with suggesting the implications
for productivity in the research questions they identified. This proved diffi-
cult. Notions of productivity,were often implicit in the problems articulated,
but they were rarely specified. In general, it was believed that productivity
is a matter'for a differe6D level of analysis than that undertaken in this pro-
ject, where the focus was on the interaction between individuals. Apart from
the important observation that current notions of productivity tend to ignore
the human dimension (and should not), little of a concrete nature was produced.
As one Task Force member put it: "This [Issue packet is all about productivity."

. 4. In.line with their overwhelming concerns about communication and the
(often conflicting)' expectations of service deliverer and receiver, conference
participants were surprised at the absenCe of references to the mass media in
the prepared issue packet. It -was suggested that media portrayals of emergency
encounters affect the expectations not only of the public, but of the service
providers as well. Research is believed indicated.

5. A problem of concern to the conference participants, while not limited
to the deliverer-receiver encounter, is certainly related to the agenda of the
project as a whole: the dissemination and application of existing research data.
In discussing the researchable questions prepared by the Task Forces, participants
often had vague notions that rdsearch already existed on the subject(s). But they
weren't sure. However, they believed that., if it existed, people in their posi-
tions ought tro know about it. Most participants could cite personal experience
with research that either had no applicability or, if applicable, was inadequately
communicated to others in the field. Such concerns led not to a disillusionment
with research per se, but rather with a-frustration over the fact that the con-
structive potential of research is rarely achieved.
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Phase.Three: Comments

The difficulty experienced by the participants in remaining focused on the
project, topic continued to be'in evidence during the conference. Many groups
needed to be reminded by the staff facilitator that the conference was supposed
to deal with the human interaction between service provider and service receiver
in emergency situations. Possible reasons for this difficulty have been discussed
in the previous Comments section.
NJ

1
The work produced by the conference groups varied widely, both in terms of o

what the groups sought to do and in how well they accomplished their goals. Some
groups had periods when their deliberations seemed fragmented, unfocused on any
topic. Some groups ended the two-day conference with a sense of dissatisfaction
or confusion about the purpose and achievements of the project. Other groups
were more productive and more satisfied with their work.

These uneven results seem to be related to the overall difficulty in focus-
ing on the central concepts and to the diffusion of authority that characterized
much of the project. The nature of the task at the conference was also apparently
insufficiently defined. A concise statement about the expected product was mis-
sing, and there were no.criteria established for a good performance..e''

3 There was some confusion about the role of the community participants who
attended the conference on the first day. They were not well integrated into
the conference plan, and so it was difficult t take advantage of the new per-..

spective they might hate brought to the procee ngs. We question the value of
including such participants unless a more clear _ole can be found for them.

1 .
A

( t
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RESULTS-

The work of the project was predicated on the assumption that researchable
problems must come from real-world expqrience. It was an experiment in which
those who practice responsive-service delivery were brought together with those
who conduct research to see if their dialogue would produce valuable statements
of research problems.

L.

The quality of work generated by the project varied widely. Some of.the
researchable issues suggested yere on or close to target; others were far wide
of the mark. The most fruitful issues proposed were those that had to do with
the human encounter between service provider and service receiver during an
emergency--that is, the ones that came closest to staying on the project topic.
,Among these is issue #25: Can evaluation criteria for the delivery of respon-
sive services be developed that take into account the sometimes contrasting
views of delAverer and receiver? Within the framework of this question it be-
comes possible to gather empirical information to support or refute the central
hypothesis of this project: that the human dimension is an integral part of the
delivery of emergency services.

Contrast this issue with another one--issue #21: How do you encourage
citizens to report problems quickly, accurately, and to the appropriate service?
This question ha's more to do with citizen education and/or service-system public
relations than it does with the interactions between deliverers and receivers in
crisis situations. While'issue #21'is an interesting and important question it
is not very close to the level of analysis intended by the project. Other issues
were similarly close to or relatively far from, the center of the project's work.

.4qevertheless, the paults demonstrate clearly that there is validity in teo
the basic assumption. TfLe collaboration,of real-world practitioners and researhers
does indeed produce a useful dialogue from which research issues of central im-
portance can emerge. We are on the'right track.

The project has two final products: a research agenda for further study.of
the interaction between service receivers and service deliverers in emergencies;
and an analysis of the collaborative method,employed to articulate these issues.
The text of the final'research agenda,follows here. '4It.is the result of the de-
liberations of the Task Forces in'six cities, the elabor4ion and refi -..-nt
achieved during the December conference, and staff work'after the ,con r nce. A
discussion of the significance of the collaboration betwaen responsi ervice
Practitioners and behavioral` scientists begins on page 37." It deriv rom analy-
sis by the Task Forces, the conference participants, and the project s aff.

The Research Agenda

The final research agenda focuses on two themes of major, interest to project
practitioners and researchers in their analysis of the interaction between the
providers and receivers of urban emergency services: stress and communications.
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_

Questions about each of the themes can be, conceptualized from three different
points of view: that of the providers of emergency services; that of the re-
ceivers and that of the emergency interaction itself. The questions from the;
thl,rd point of view ask about the interpersonal "rules" that operate during
these encounters. Data from all three points of view are necessary to yield
a complete account of the experience.

Theme 1: Stress

Emergencies are times of stress for those who require assistance and for
those who provide it. This theme asks: How does stress affect the human inter-
action involved in emergency response and, ultimately, the quality of ,the service?

Point of view: Interaction . %
-Are there different "rules" governing interaction between service providers and
service receivers during times of emergency and times of more routine interaction?

Service providers often report that citizens don't understand the
providers' needs and the pressures on them. Viewing this complaint
from a different perspective, one can posit that service deliverers
may be ifisensitive to changing interaction groundrules depending on
whether emergency or noemergency conditions obtain. If, for example,
the 'highly directive behavior on the part of the provider that is
useful in emergencies is carried over to nonemergencies, citizens
May refuse to accept'it. The provider who fails to perceive that
a dLfference in context influences the acceptability of behavior
and style may feel misunderstood when his or her behavior offends
the receiver.

Should there be validity to this hypothesis, it could for? the
basis for formulating service-delivery strategies which4ork with
(rather than in opposition to).prevailing interaction norms in the
different contexts. Modification of deliverer behavidt, where ap-
propriate, could make response easier on a human level) thus af-
fecting productivity' and satisfac44.

Point of view: Provider
-It is often assumed that working in the delivery of life-and-death ervices ac-
counts for the disquieting rates of 4ivorce, alcoholism, obesity, an other pro -
blems found among those who deliver emergency services. To what extent. are these
outcomes the result of the emergencies themselves (e.g. observed misery, physical
strain, and so on) and to what extent are they the result of modifiable organiza-
tional mechanisms designed to permit efficient response to emergency needs (e.g.

%work schedules)?

To the extent that stress on the provider is excessive and un-
necessary, relief should contribute to reduction of personal
and marital distress. Since the effect is circular (the work
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situation creates stress which Oversely affects health and
family; deteriorating health and family, situations then cre-
ate stress which adversely affects job performance) improve-.
ment at any point in the circle should have beneficial ef-
fects on the quality of service.

-WhaVare the psychological effects on providers of delivering' emergency ser-
vices? Does the fact that such events occur repeatedly have an impact? How
do psychological repurcussions express themselves in emergency interactions?

While the role and training of police officers, fire fighters,
and other service_deliverers requires that they handle emer-
gencies and other difficult situations, these situaons by
their very nature are sometimes beyond control. A guilding
may already be destroyed; a child may have suffocated; a mur-
der may have been committed. In addition, after the emer-
gency has been met, everyone ma), begin to feel confused,
angry, or helpless. Citizens may seek to blame service pro-
viders who, in turn, may become angry at the accusations.
Often, participants can, with the advantage of experience,
see ways that destruction and loss could have been pre-
vented. This can make them bitter and discouraged. Finally,
norms and pressures within the service-delivery system often
legitimize only very specific and limited re ctions to such

;
experiences. When personal response falls o tside these
limits, 'Stress is increased.

Clearly, emergencies are stressful times;, that fact will
not change. Yet, stress is often increased when its Pre-,
sencelgoes unacknowledged and its effects unexploPtd. Under-
standing the inevitable pressures which come to bear on emer-
gency service providers and their consequences for inter-
action will make possible increased self-awareness, increased
peer acceptance of a variety of eactions, and, ultimately,
less unnecessary stress during emergencies.

-What are the consequences of the physical stresses of emergency service de-
livery for human interaction?

Phypical service delivery often results in fatigue and in-
jury. In addition, emergency-service providers often exper-
ience relative inactivity followed by short periods of ex-
treme physical and mental pressure. .Around-the-clock tours
'of duty often place them outside the usual wake-sleep cycle.
Prolonged exposure tp such physical stress appears to affect
physical and mental health.

It seems obvious that physical demands may interfere with
productive interaction. To the extent that this occurs,
steps can be undertakea,to compensate for it.
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V

Point of view: Receiver
- An emergency is a life stress. Can a helper's manner and behavior during the
emergency make the experience less stressful?

To the extent that the manner in which the service is de-
livered has effects which negate the benefits of the as-
sistance, the quality of the help is impaired.

- To what extent can education emphasizing emergency prevention and preparation
affect the quality of interaction during those crises which do arise?

It has been the experience of some service providers, e.g.
fire departments, that work with citizens to prepare them
for possible future emergencies has beneficial effects.
Such experiences suggest that "drills" enable emergency
interaction to proceed smoothly because citizens, to some
extent, are relieved of stress because they have had an
opportunity to learn what is expected of them in a non-
emergency environment. It would be useful to know those
aspects of the role of "emergency victim" which can be
transmitted to citizens before actual emergencies arise.
Certainly, the role is not one which most citizens get
the opportunity to practice at times when the stakes
are low. Yet, the value of having such information
might be enormous in terms of successful emergency re-
sponse.

Theme II: Communication

This theme asks: In what ways are the interpersonal difficulties which
arise during emergency encounters the consequence of faulty communication?
And: How is the quality of service affected?

Point of view: Interaction
-Those who provide emergency service are trained and experilged. For them, the
technical matgement of emergencies is almost routine. F ictims, emergencies
are extraordinary events with no known and manageRble aspects. Do these different.
perspectives lead the parties to expect different responses from one another than
actually occur? If so, what is the consequence of incompatible expectations for
the delivery of service?

When citizens report.a condition or event to an emergency
service they often have implicit or explicit notions about
what can and should be done. It is not uncommon for a citi-
zen who-has requested service from the police, for example,
to ask for action which the officer knows to be defined by
law (or its interpretation) as illegal or unconstitutional.
Thus, a`burglary victim may insist that a police officer
search a neighbor's apartment because the victim "knows"
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the neighbor is "bad" and probably committed the crime. When
the officer, politely and patiently, explains the limitations
of the law, the citizen is dissatisfied. Thus, acceptable or
even superior performance as judged by superiors within the
practitioner system, may be seen as inadequate by citizens.
Similarly, emergency service professionals, trained and ex-
perienced in crisis response, may--for sound' technical reasons--
want victims to play a passive role. Such a desire may seem
unrealistic to the victim, however; a person may feel impelled
to do something to help when his or her home is burning, for
example. Thus, a citizen's inability to conform to the service
provider's expectations can leave the provider angry and dis-
satisfied.

The development of expectation for one another which are con-
sistent with an understanding of the technical and psycho-
logical realities of emergency, response can create a more
satisfactory climate, both in terms of the recipient's view
of the service and the job satisfaction and productivity of
the provider. Research into this area might Ilso stimulate s
citizen and neighborhood-group input into service delivery
systems,'

-What is the role of the mass media and popular culture in creating inconsistent
or unrealistic response expectations for providers and recipients of emergency
services? Can the ill effects be remedied?

If "satisfaction" is a component of productivity and the
assessment of the quality of service, then inappropriate
dissatisfaction is a cause for concern. Clarification of
what is possible versus what Is expected can help make
standards imore realistic both for those who provide the
service and for those who receive it.

-How do organizational definitions of "successful" emergency response (which tend
to emphasize the concrete and easily measurable) contribute to difficulties in
the "human" aspects of the encounter?

Efficiency and productivity are usually measured in terms
of the number of complaints or reports received versus some
accounting of their disposition. Often, the "human" outcome
is lost in the process. Thus, the effectiveness of an animal
control program may be judged solely by the number of animals
destroyed. Given this definition of goals and method of judg-
ing productivity, unintended consequences can result. For ex-
ample, an elderly man houses a large number of dogs. In re-
sponse to complaints from neighbors, officers control the haz-
ard by removing the dogs. The officers are unable to attend
to the elderly man's needs for companionship and concern for
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his animals because of the system of rewards and punish-
ments within their organization

To the extent that citizens' personal concerns are ac-
knowledged, they will cooperate more fully and be more
satisfied with the service. Deliverers of service should
profit as well. Combining attention to functional require-
ments with concern for the psychological well-being of the
victims of crisis would represent acknowledgement by the
system of the complex nature of the delivery of emergency
services.

-What is the effect on the human a pects of the encounter of the fact that those
who deliver urban emergency servi s are often of different racial or cultural
background and live in different es than those who receive them?

The usual conceptualization of status discrepancy between
citizens and public servants is "attitude." Generally,
the attitudes of citizens and service providers are seen
as "bad" or "good" and, depending on classification, are
targets for improvement. The question asked here is be-
havioral: Do cultural, racial, or geographical differences
make a difference in the way service providers and recipi-
ents interact during emergencies? Do "negative" attitudes
of one group toward the other have behavioral consequences?

The extent to which differences in background lead to un-
productive interaction has implications for policy. It
may be the case that--to the extent possible--differences
between providers and recipients of emergency services
should be minimized to improve the human quality of emer-
gency interactions. It might be judged that different
forms of instruction or supervision of service deliverers
can limit the expression of inappropriate behaviors due to
cultural differences.

Point of view: Provider
-Citizens often don't know of or don't respond to the needs of providers in ac-
complishing effective emergency response. How can citizens be encouraged to ac-
knowledge these needs and to cooperate with service deliverers?

Citizens may be slow to request emergency services; they
may not want to call or they may misjudge tle severity of
the problem. Sometimes, for example, a peAon waits too
long when a cooking fire gets out of control or is re-
luctant to report pain until it has become quite severe.
When an emergency escalates, the citizen may panic and
report incoherently or inaccurately. He or she may call
the wrong service, the wrong district, or simply may not
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know what to do. On the other hand, people may refuse to
accept routine processing of nonemergencies such an stolen
bicycles. Many citizens resist the adaptations that emer-
gency services have made in response to fiscal limitations.

At emergency scenes, crowds of bystanders often gather,
sometimes to observe, sometimes to support, and sometimes
--intentionally or unintentionally--to interfere with the
efficient delivery of service. From their point of view,
they, the providers, are the experts and must he relied
upon to give structure and direction to assistance efforts.

"Lack of citizen cooperation" is a serious frustration for
providers of emergency service. They cannot understand why,
since they are there to help,dithey don't get more of the
assistance they need from citizens. Understanding how the
communication of these needs from service-provider to citi-
zen is being interfered with would lay important foundations
for change.

Point of view: Receiter
-Deliverers of emergency services are seen as responding to bureaucratic dictates
of organizations and/or as unconcerned with the welfare of the person in trouble.
How can responsive services be encouraged to acknowledge the human complexity of
emergency encounters? To be responsive to the felt needs of citizens?

To a great extent, the model projected by the training and
socialization of those who enter responsive services is of
the detached "professional." This model satisfies many in-
ternal and external needs of the organization and in many
ways results in excellent technical service. However, the
model usually implies a distancing of the self, a detach-
ment from the people as human beings. This is a protective
measure. It may also, unfortunately, lead the receiver of
the service to feel belittled-or unimportant. In the end,
the encounter is strained or counterproductive.

Service organizations do not have to ignore the psycho-
logical needs of those they help or to concentrate exclu-
sively on physical matters; attention to one does not pre-
clude attention to the other. In fact, it might be argued
that the quality of service, and thus productivity, would
be improved should such factors be acknowledged.

The Collaborative Process

At a number of junctures during the course of the project, practitioners,
social scientists, and staff turned their attention to the process by_which th\e

-104-
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I)
topic df emergency-service delivery was being addressed. There was an overriding
poeitiva reaction by Task-Force members to the collaborative endeavor. In gen-
eral, behavioral scientists and practitioners, who had approached the task with
some appreMansion, some skepticism, and some hope, were pleasantly surprised.
They enjoyed the conversation. Morn than that, though, both researchers and
practitioners gained new understandings of the others' problems and skills. For
example, one practitioner related how, in his group, problems which service pro-
viders identified often contained implied "solutions." The researcher pointed
out the bias and convinced the group that A value-neutral approach to inquiry
was likely to be more fruitful. In addition, providers of different services
within cities began, through their focused discussions, to get a broader per-
spective of emergency-service delivery and a new sense of-what they had in com-
mein.

Of course there were problems. Some have been reported earlier: inade-
quate supervision of Task Forces, the trade-off between selection of personnel
and the comfort of participants, the lack of incentive for commitment to the
task. Others came to light during group discussion of the Task-Force process.
A very serious omission was the lack of Task-Force members exclusively concerned
with introducing the point of view of the consumer of emergency services.

Equally lacking, although somewhat less obvious to those involved, was the
perspective of line-level personnel, those who actually interact with citizens
during crises. Thus, the analysis and discussion of emergency encounters in this
project was undertaken by people who are not participants. It remains a signifi-
cant question whether a group composed of service receivers and line-level practi-
tioners would produce the same analysis and research agenda. One wonders whether
"image" and "perceptions," major themes of the issue packet and the conference,
are equally salient to those who actually take part in emergency encounters.
There is some evidence that they are not.

On the second day of the conference, Task-Force members met in small groups
according to work role. The only group which did not make "image" a priority in
discussion was that of the union representatives. Their talk was focused more
on the dynamics of, actual emergency encounters themselves. It can be hypothesized
that the concerns of union participants, some of thorn were working fire and po-
lice officers, were closer to those of line-level providers and receivers of emer-
gency service than those of high-level administrators. Future work--involving
actual actors in the emergency encounter as well'as'direct observation--is an
obvious next step.

Another problemikay also be related to group composition. Project partic4-
41kants had difficulty focusing on the emergency interaction as the unit of ana-

ysis. Less than one-third of'the 26 researchable issues produced by the Task
Forces dealt specifically witll these encounters. Similarly, staff facilitators
of conference small-group discussions reported the recurrent need to bring dis-
cussions back from concern with general organizational function to focus on the
interaction between service providers and receivers during emergencies.
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This. difficulty hat' been touched upon at neveral point!' in vat 11:24 nection4
of thin report, where ita cultural and organizational root?' have been diacuaed.
An additional explanation can he found in the fact that most of the practitioner
reprevntative operate on lel/vi within their aervice-delivexy aystem that are
fur removed f rOm ind v1(11181 emergency lot e rat- t Iona. of I et- , their frame of
reference 18 organizational mAnagement,,Mit the dynamics of eMergency service de
l ivery. Again, reference to the discuthsion of union representatives on the second
day of the conference (as compared with that of the other work groups) supports
the latter interpretntlon. They seemed more comfortable focuing on the inter-
action between indtvidunl providers and receivers of emergency services.

Similarly, many of the behavioral scientista wore from fields uninvolved
in day -to -day human interaction. Rather than leading the practitioners to Focus
on individual encounters, they may well have explored topics more in keeping with
their own backgrounds and training. Again, we must conclude that further work by
those with more appropriate positions and backgrounds is Indicated.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

This project has generated a great deal of useful information. at was
learned in this first effort has implications for responsive-service s stems,
for social-science research, and for the quality of urban life. The p oject
began the exploration of new territory, preparing the way for continued work
in several areas.

One important finding has to do with what we have called "the human di-
mension" in responsive-service delivery during urban emergencies. The.work of
the Task Forces and the Conference confirmed our hypothesis that the human in-
teraction between service deliverer and service receiver Is important. Despite
the fact that it was difficult for project participants to remain focused on
this aspect, everyone agreed that the unit of analysis was of great potential
significance. Many things are yet to be learned about the ways in which the
different kinds of human interaction that can take place during emergencies
affect the quality of urban life. We, therefore, recommend that others try
to build knowledge about the human interaction in responsive-service delivery 0
during urban emergencies.

Our second group of recommendations have to do with the actual conduct of
the project reported here. We employed a method that included the selection of
cities and Task Farces, meetings of the Task Forces, and a conference. The
body of this repo t explains the procedures used in detail and also offers
close analysis was dysfunctional in those procedures. Here we will
summarize the c anges e would recommend for someone who planned to use a simi-
lar method. W then, ecommend certain changes in the conduct of future pro-
jects similar o this one

q

.1. The s aff had too laissez-faire a role in the conduct of the project
at several crucial points. In future projects, we recommend that the selection
of all participants, especially the behavioral scientist, be a joint venture
shared by the city manager and project staff. We also recommend that the s' taff
be more actively involved in Task Force meetings so that discussions are kept
on the most productive ground.

2. -There were areas in which the staff did too much, as well. We recam=
mend that the writing and editing of research issues and of the final project
report be a joint task of the staff and Task Force participants since much of
the conceptual synthesis that occurred was the result of these activities.

3. In ti& selection of,personnel, we recommend that careful consideration
be given to the proposed ineViduals' background, perspective, and expefience in
relation to the project topic. "Practitioner systems" or "behavioral scientist
for example, are much too broad to be used as categories for personnel selectj4;
one must ask: What kind of practitioner systems? What roles within that system
need representation? What sort of background should the behavioral scientist
have? And so on.
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4. We recommend that care and planning be given to structuring incentives
for collhboration which take into account the reward structures of both the re-
search and.practitioner systems. The enthusiasm of the project staff alone is
not usually sufficient incentive for other participants; they must be able to
see what the project will do for them.

5. The project described in this report focused'on-in aspect Of emer-
gency service delivery that was both unfamiliar and difficult to grasp: the
fact,that contemporary. American society has overlooked and undervalued the hu-
man dimension in theprovision of emergency services. Some of the difficulties
encountered during the project can be traced to insufficient understanding of
that concept on the part of both project staff and participants. We recommend
that future projects focuding on this aspect or oneof similar unfamiliarity
pro4ide f9r a longer period of orientation and practice with -the project con-,
cept at the onset of 'the work.

6. The Task Forces and the Conference groups were charged in this p ject
with the "analysis, consideration, and discussion" of the human dimension in
emergency service delivery. This proved to be an insufficiently defined task.
We recommend that there be more specific task definition in future projects,
with clear statements, of the expected product and of the, process by which dt is
to be achieved so that the groups will seek to do the same thing ,acid know-when
they have accomplished their goal.'

The single most,important resat of the project was not foreseen when the
work was fjsf proposed. Its significance became apparent only as the work
progressed; indeed, some of the particiPants ecame fully aware of its impact
only after the project was over. We'refer to he collaborative method, an ap-,
ptoach whereby practitioners and researcher,s j in together to work as coaccount-
able partners in the research task.

)
° The value of this researcher-practitioner collaboration cannot be over-

stated. Addressing the problems of society has become one of the functions of
applied social' science, and Procedureb must be developed which accomodate the
-practicSl "givens" of research outside the laboratory while conforming to the
standards of scientific inquiry. Real-world systems have significant problems
whose solution might be sought through researgh, Imt most existing research
products are not applicable or cannot be transferred to the systems needing
them,- " If researchers and practitioners collaborate in research from its in-
ception, the needs of both groups can be met.-

The collaborative methods can be broadly. applied to all sorts of systems
and all sorts of problems. The interaction between researcher and practitioner
might be appropriately applied to ptograms with aprolem-solving focus, programs

,
with a training focus, and others. We, therefore, recommend that.the collabora-
tion between practitioners and researchers be more fully_explored in a variety
of frameworks.
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UTILIZATION*

1. In August, 1977 the Principal Investigator, the Project Director;, the
representative of ICMA and the NSF Program Manager participated in a symposium
at the meeting of the American Psychological Association held in San Francisco,
California. 'There, they described the project to a national audience of psycho-
logists. Response Was made to-the inquiries which followed from the presenta-
tion and copies of the final report will be distributed as they become available.

2. Representatives of the ICMA reported on the project at a conference on
"The Role of Human Behavior in Life Safety" held during the National Fire Pro-
tection Conference in July, 1978. This conference concentrated on new develop-
.ments as well as other aspects of life safety from human behavior to building
design, code enforcement,.autamatic detection and suppression systems, and rescue.
The audience was composed of fire service personnel, local government officials,
national government officials, and behavioral scientists.

3. A paper is in preparation for inclusion in a planned spec41 volume''6
be published by the Society for the Psychological Study, of Social Issues (The.
Journal of Social Issues) on the subject of productivity in the public sector.
The paper,will report on the project and its implications.

4. Report. of the p oject is plainned in such user-directed publications
as Public Management, and ar et (published by ICMA).

5. Executive sumMales of the report will be distributed to various user
groups, including:. The I ternational Association of Chiefs of Police, the Inter-
*national City Management'Association, and the Natiorail Fira protection Associa-
-tion. Announcement of the summary's availability will be made in the following
publicatiOns: the journal of the Center for Productive Public Management, John
Jay College; CUNY; the Newsletter of the Division of Community Psychology, Amer-
icon Psychological Association. .

.
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6 46
RESEARCHABLE ISSUE

#1

PROBLEM

In the face of declining services, how do you encourage citizens to feel more

responsible for themselves and others in order to help prevent crime and hence

maintain quality service?

BACKGROUND

Cost and taxation trends suggest that, for the foreseeable future, police and

fire units will be funded at, or'below, current levels. Improving, or even

maintaining the quality of services will require new approaches. One method

is to encourage CitiZenifto help themsel;.res. - Research in this,area-is expec-

Jelly important since it appears that citizen involvement and cooperation with

deliverers of service appears to have decreased in recent years., In part, in-
/

creased professionalization of police and fire work may'have created unneeded

barriers. between deliverers and recipients of services and fostered the attitude
7

"let them take care of it -- that's why we pay them."

SIGNIFICANCE

In light of the fact that continued increases in public allocation of funda.to

fire and police work is unlikely, it is necessary to overcome citizen attitudes

of "pOwerlessness" and "indifference," and begin to examine ways to involve

zens in preventing crisis situations' calling for emergency delivery of services.

If ways can be found to involve citizens, we would expect.to sea greater deliverer/

recipient interaction with a possibly resultant decrease in complaints and an in-
/

crease in citizen initiated request for crime and fire prevention seminars, sur-

veys in the hoot, and checks 4 pOtential crimes.
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
02

PROBLEM

How people treat one another is often a function of expectations. How do

police officers see themselves and their jobs? What do citizens expect from

police officers? How do these views,( role conceptions") affect the inter-

actions between police and citizens?

BACKGROU6

How a police officer,views his or her role influences interactions with

citimens and, thus, job performance. Research on officers' impressions of

their responsibilities has begun to clarify the relationship between role con-

ceptions and behavior. Similar not ons about what a police (Officer should'do

are Often associated with similar outcomes. For example, if an officer views

him/herself as a "protector" he or she is likely to patrol the streets, checking

out dangerous neighborhoods or known trouble spots. When this officer interaf:ts

with citizens, particularly those of low-income or minority backgrounds, he or

sae may appear overly suspicious or hostile. Few accepted definitions of the

olice role lead regularly to relaxed, friendly encounters bet7en officers and

citizens. O he other hand, it is not at all clear what expect ions the public'

holds for police officers. In the same way that police expectation for them-
.

selves influence transactions with the public, so will citizen expectatiohs

for police.

SIGNIFICANCE

The development of positive, realistic- expectations for,hoth police and citizens,

can create a more satisfactory climate. The availabilfty of an litcreased number

of.police role definitions could enable emergency resObnse which is suited to

the qualities of the situation and people involved, rather than to narrow senses

of how police\offpers should behave.:t
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REgtARCHABLE ISSUE
#3

PROBLEM

How do you help police officers and fire fighters to cope with their stressful

life-style and avoid such physical and psychological consequences of stress as

heart attacks, obesity, alcoholism, marital discord, divorce, etc?

BACKGROUND

tile the role and training of police officers and fire fighters requires that

they handle emergencies and contrA difficult situations, emergencies by theft

very nature may be beyond control (e.g .' a building is already destr4ed, a child

has suffocated, a murder, has already occurred). Public servants must live with

the horror of such events and'the knowledge that they or others, with proper

prevention, might have avoided the emerge altogether. Added to this stress,

the schedule of police officers and fire hters seems to foster a "jet lag"

existence. Police officers and fire fighters experience relative inactivity
1,7

followed by short periods of extreme physical and mental pressure during emer-

gencies.' Atound the clock tours of duty often place them outside the usual

wake7sleep cycle. Such prolonged exposure to stress seems to result in impaired

physical and mental health.

SIGNIFICANCE.4

Improving the mental and physical health of police officers and fire fighters

might reduce the incidence of heart attacks, obesity service related disabilities,

and marital discord. In turn, reductions of this sort would reduce staff turnover

and training costs, and reduce indirect costs related to disabilities.

.//f
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ji RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#4

PROBLEM

Can service providers be made aware of how their manner affects their dealings

with citizens? Does such training in interpersonal dynamics improve the service

provider-recipient interaction?

BACKGROUND

,,Sometimes, in the delivery of service, police or fire officers use a did of-

ficious manner. They may see themselves as authorities, and play that role by

remaining aloof and detached. As a result, recipients of the service may feel

belittled or unimportant. In the end, the encounter is strained or counter-

productive.

SIGNIFICANCE

Various training programs in interpersonal relations claim to make people more

-aware of how their manner, attitudes or the roles they play can affect their

interactions with others. According to this model, Um increased self-awareness

leads to appropriate Aodifieation of behavior and increased satisfaction with

and productiveness of encounters. If the claims are true, such programs, when

added tee police and fire training programs, could result in increased job satis-
4.

faction, higher productivity and greater public regard for the service provider.
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#5

PROBLEM

It is possible that interactions between service deliverera-ind recipients are

influenced by the public's understanding of the functions and limitations of

the service. What do people know about service-delivery systems? What do they

need to know? What are the best ways to educate the public?

BACKGROUND

Good clhkuni-cation is necessary for many reasons. For one, it informs the

public of the services available. For another, if they know why certain

actions are being taken, citizens are often more cooperative. For example,

residents often feel that fire fig troy property out of malice.. In

fact, however, when a fire breaks out in a cellar, fire fighters cut a hole in

the roof of the house to draw the smoke up and prevent fires from spreading.

When fire fighters"taie the time to make the connection between the fire iu the

cellar and the hole in the roof they gain a good deal in public image.

SIGNIFICANCE

Better information may lead to more citizen cooperation and respect for service

providers. In return, officers may feel better about their jobs, and produc-

tivity will increase.

51
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ite RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#6

PROBLEM

Activities of public employees during a crisis may inadvertently cause another

crisis. The process of solving a micro-crisis may give rise to a macro-crisis

of greater proportions and of a different nature. Where should the responsi-

bility of the public employee be focused? Is there a conflict between the hu-

man aspects of the micro-crisis and the economic aspect of the macro-crisis?

BACKGROUND

Police administrators are quite often asked why a police officer has to write

a ticket on a major traffic artery &Nor the rush houri thus blocking one lane

of the street; or why officers have to remain on a freeway with the emergency

lights flashing while an accident is investigated when the cars involved in the

accident are obviously driveable. These questions result from the stresses or

tensions felt by other drivers who must creep along because each driver slows,

down to "see what's going on" and from the occasional additional accidents

which occur because of the slowdown of traffic or diverted attention in 'seeing

what's going on."

Largely unexplored in productivity is the notion thiE1in providing service, there

may be negative effects. Such "negative effects" might be: 1) precipitation of

additional service delivery demands (e.g., crowd control), 2) inconvenience of

persons not directly involved, and 3) the need to commit additional resources as

a result of a chain effect occasioned by response to a service need. If avoidance

of negative effects were to'became more of a factor in productivity measurement,

procedural changes and perhaps changes ordinances and laws could structure the

service response in ways calculated to avoid negative effects.



SIGNIFICANCE
,
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16 (continued)

ar

The essence of the problem herein suggested is that service deliverers may

suffer from a situation-focused "myopia." When public or private inconvenience

or embarrassment is raised,as an issue, the public employee's response may be,

"Well; I was just doing my job." Research in this area may have the effect

,4of broadening the cognitive perspective of the service deliverer in such a

way that his definition of quality of service would include the avoidance of

negative effects. Research might provide clearer definition of the point in

the service response where "the greatest good for the greatest number" should

be the guiding principle in delivery of service.

I
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PROBLEM

53

RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#7

How does the relative cultural status of the deliverer and he receiver of

service affect the service delivery process?

BACKGROUND

The delivery of emergency services involves more than a passive transaction

between deliverer 4d recipient of service. The relative cultural status of

deliverer and recipient may affect their attitudes towards each other and

ultimately influence their behavior in emergency situations. If the de-

liverer of service is perceived as being a representative of the "system"

that the receiver believes has power and authority over him, the receiver may

interfere with the service provider and may be more likely to judge the ef-

forts of the providers as inadequate'and unsatisfactory. If the service pro-

vider, on the other hand, has little understanding of the receiver's culture

and beliefs, and has negative attitudes toward the culture of the community,

he/she may have greater' hesitancy about providing such service. This hesi-

tangy may be heightened when the deliverer perceives the community's

tility and is concerned about community complaints and community obstruq

of service.

SIGNIFICANCE

-1/1P,There is often a gap in cultural status. between deliverer and recipient 'cif_
.,.&,

T 'N.. . ... ",.,c,
service. These cultural differences may lead to negativeattitudes w4ichP'

,. ,-4'interfere with the delivery of service. ;0 .\ 74"
..it,

,: ::.

...,

,:t i,-
..:-.
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
pH

- PROBLEM

What level of resources is needed for optimal emergency service delivery?

BACKGROUND 0

More and more, cities are facing decreasing revenues and, thus, cutbacks in

the budgets of emergency services. It is typically assumed that cutbacks

mean disaster. Yet, it is possible that less financial support for emergency

services will lead to 4fferent interaction patterns between service deliverers

and receivers, leading to better quality service. For example, when sanitation

departments are forced to reduce pickups, citizens may, at first,'feel angry.

Ultimately, however, they may form their own'"Cleanup Squads," using s,,,ica-

tion equipment, provided by the city, and supplying their own "(wo)zan power."

In like fashion, decreased support in other emergency services may encourage

more efficient use of resources and fOnter an attitude of cooperatfon, res-

ponsibility and active participation by citizenn. Research is needec c de
.4.

...

N.%termine the precise dimensions o e relationship between the amount of v

able resources and the quality and qua tity of service delivered.

SIGNIFICANCE

In light of declining funds, it is often automatically assumed that the quality

of service delivery will suffer. -This may not be the case in all jurisdictions

and for all services.
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PROBLEM

RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
1

I/9

How do yoti educate the public to accept alternative
)

procedures of reporting

crimes in order to reducothe amount of time police officers spend on public

contacts which involve processing low payoff/unsolvable crimes?

BACKGROUND

Officers often contact citizens in person.after crimes that typically cannot

be solved. For example, stolen bicycles are almost never recovered. Infor-

mation gathered by visiting the site of the crime dots not seem to increase

the likelihood of solutio Inca this is a low payoff-activity the time woufr

seem to be better spent in more productive ways:- responding to emergezlcies or

in iirograms for the education of the public. Were it not for apparent public

resistance, necessary information could be collected on the telephone.

SIGNIt1CANCE

Uses the telephone contacts versus personaj/,
4 ,

l., fea-to-face
.-/

cpntadts would be
.

a more efficient use of officers' time. Ti i3 saveAV-Could be allocated to other
.

emergency. service and/or the education of the public towards the prevention of

crime.

t
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE 56
#10

PROBLEM

Our city may be in a unique position among American cities regarding recip-

ient-deliverer residence patterns. The receivers of service_live in our town

and commute to jobs in a large nearby city. The police and fire fighters,

who cannot afford to reside in th

hour to work. The question then,

teraction between the deliverer an

quality of service performed.

BACKGROUND

area, often have to commute more than an

how ,does this transcience affect he in-

receiver 6 service, and, ultimately, the
\14411,4

Due to the large number of people coming into the city in the morning and

traffic are a daily occurrence: The

\A

issues tickets is seenhycoMmuters as

leaving in the evening, problems with

police officer who directs traffic or

a barrier to getting,, home. Citizens have few chances to interact with the of-

ficers on a more personal "off duty" basis.9-To the police, ourctown is where

they work--not where they live. they do not feel "aL home" or comfortable

there. With an hour's commute ahead of them, and little personal commitment,'

officers are reluctant to work over-time.

SIGNIFICANCE

Many of our city's

protect the city.

service deliverers may feel little personal commitment to

Finding ways to involve the deliVerer of service in the life

of the community may 11,0 to impovecl services.
a



RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#11

PROBLEM

Do legal constraints' governing the delivery of responsive services adversely

affect service effectiveness when high effectiveness is defined as an Optimal

matching of quantity or quality of service with the need (demand) for it?

BACKGROUND
4

It is not uncommon for a citizen who has requested service from the police

to ask and sometimesaiemand that the officer take action which the officer

knows' to be defined by law (or its interpretation) a illegal or unconsti

tutional. Quite often little understanding is displayed by the citizen when

the officer explains that he cannot take such action. Sometimes the officer's

inclinations (how he feels the sitUattbn should be hariNd) conflict with his
s

role as defined within the legal constraints. Therefore,, both the delivefer

and recipient in the service situation may exit the interaction frustrated'

and under stress.

Concerns related to this problem include: 1) What determines the perceived

needs of service recipients? '2) How does the service which can be legally

provided compare with the service desired by the recipient? 3) Does a

ledge of the legal constraints affect whether service,recipients request aa-

responsive service? 4) How do service recipients react to being told that

what they ask cannot be legally accomplished? What; effects does this have on

the service delive er? 5) Do legal, restraints have an effect on the incidence

4
.

of unlawfu behacf or? 6) Is there a cultural lag between the motivations of

the deliverers and re4ients of services and the body of law, as currently

interpreted?

5



#11 (continued)

SIGNIFICANCE

If legal constraints have negative behavioral effects on the deliverer and/or

recipient of responsive services, such effects should be documented. To quote

from the Common Law by Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., "The first requirement of a

sound body of law is, that it should correspond with the actual feelings and

demands of the Community, whether right or wrong." Perhaps there is an im-

portant need to determine if we have a "sound body of law" as defined by

Holmes.

hC

on,
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
012 A

PROBLEM

When citizens hold negative. attitudes toward police and fire officers, there

may be serious disruption in the 4elivery of emergency services. How and why

do negative attitudeb develop toward service providers? Do any socioeconomic

factors affect or covary with negatiye attitudes? How can such attitudes be

improved?

BACKGROUND

Since citizens must bring emergencies to the attention of police and fire

services, and then cooperate with the officers in investigations of related

matters, negate attitudes' by citizens can seriously interfere with the ef-
\

fectiveness and productivity of such services. Some fire and police agencies

have begun to make an effort to be viewed as part of, rather than apart from,

their communities. To the extent possible, they invite and encourage citizen

participation in: I) discussions of community conditions and problems, 2)

evaluations of the agency's delivery of 4rvice and 3) policy making.

SIGNIFICANCE

Improvement in citizens' attitudes toward police and fife agencies should in-

crease cooperati and, therefore, the ease and effectiveness with which

services are del ered. If it is possible to identify why a community develops

or has neg ive attitudes toward police or fira'service providers, it should be

.possible to institute procedures that would improve those attitudes. The idpnr

tification of relevant sogt7economic factors can- help to focus such efforts.

t
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE 60
013

PROBLEM

The performance of responsive servicem during prolonged crises of at the end

of a work,day introduces an element of fatigue. Does the deliverer's physio-

logical and psychological fatigue'affect his of her performance and sensitivity

to the position of the recipient? In what ways? To what extent?

BACKGROUND

It is gOncrally acknowledged that productivity is inversely affected by fatigue.

Moreover, the quality of the deliverer-recipient interaction may change. For

example, at the d of the day, a Customer Representative of a utility company

may be less compl to in her response to an irate customer's comlilaints about

the size of her bill. Given insufficient information, the customer may fail

to pay the bill immediately and her service can be terminated. If the persons

1
charged with service delivery are less fatigued, such incidents might be avoided.

SIGNIFICANCE

TO the ex ent that the ef;4s of fatigue are measurable and preventable, steps

taken. nrresponse will improve the quality of service delivered.
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PROBLEM

RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#14

Performance of responsive services is frequently affected by the existence of

jurisdictional lines which create obstacles for the service delivery. These

may be municipal, county or bi-state boundaries. Would it $e possible to min-

imize the effect of the jurisdictional lines on the performance of responsive

service?

BACKGROUND

It is faVrly common to hear of complaints of inadequate or slow response from

the "proper" agency while a neighboring jurisdiction's equipment or personnel

were near at hand. Cities have noted improvement in the quality, quantity

and speed of service when steps are taken such as consolidation of several

jurisdictions'.request and dispatch services ( "911 ") or instituting a system

whereby the closest unit responds, regardless of jurisdictional boundaries.

Consider, for example, what can)happen when a vehicular accident occurs along

the intersecting borders of several municipalities. The police from the cities

involved are called. Upon arrival, the officers of the separate jurisdictions'

are themselves not sure of the locatiu of the boundary lines. While the of-
.

ficers consult with their separate supeAtisors the persons involved in the

accident wait to receive investigative service and learn if there will be en-
,

forcemeat action. What'is the recipient's view of the service effectiveness

of the deliverer's activities?

SIGNIFICANCE

Improved undeigtandindof the impact that jurisdictional lines have on the

delivery of service can work to the advantage of the system. With minimal i -

crease in cost substantial gains can be made in,Rroductivity and effectiveness.

62
OO
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62
RESEARCHABLE ISSUE

Or)

PROBLEM

To what extent is the cynicism of police officers affected by interactions

wit? citizens, peer pressure and the organizational environment? Can such(

factors be changed to improve officers' attitudes toward service recipients?

BACKGROUND
IN,

During the first year or two, many police officers harden: they become cyn-

ical, unsympathetic, less humane. Others, hired at the same time and per-
.

forming the same duties, do not. It is assumed that an officer's Cynicism

causes his or her dealings with citizens to deteriorate, thus reducing pro-

ductivity rand citizen satisfaction.

The suggestion that police a ies hire- people who are predisposed to cyni-

cism, authoritarianism and the like is seductive. However, it seems far more

likely that the causes of police cynicism are rooted'in. the work itself, the

norms Ind values of the police subculture and the organizatiorial structure.

The extent to which environmental factors affect officers' attitudes needs

clarification. Likewise, the reasons why some officers become cynical and

some do not is unclear. Are there institutional rewards that can facilitate

or inhibit the hardening, process? Finally, what are the specific consequences

of cynicism for officer-citizen interactions?

SIGNIFICANCE

The police acculturation process is a particularly tenacious one. The most

successful efforts to change it have met with limited success. Research on

this and related topics may lead to increased understanding of the by-products

of police socialization and organization. Such knowledge may lead to improve-

ments in the'selection of police-officers or to the development of programs

designed to improve officers' attitudes toward service recipients.
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RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#16

PROBLEM

The first contact between the service provider and recipient Jo when the emer-

gency ta reported. Mint Influence deem the interaction between Lhe caller and

the dispatcher or operator have on the delivery of the service? What is the ef-

fect on the citizen of a long delay in reporting the emergency?
I

BACKGROUND

A citizen may call the police and be put on "hold" for up to five or ten minutes.

What imPression is formed about police management and efficiency? Does the

wait adversely affect the information eventually provided the dispatcher? how

does the negative experience affect citizens,' willingness to cooperate with the

responding officer? Clearly, the initial reporting experience can set the tone

for service-provider-recipient interactions for the duration of the emergency.

SIGNIFICANCE

The initial interaction between service-deliverer and recipient can 1) affect

the quality of the subsequent interactions and 2) yield or fail to yield in

formation critical to how the agency will respond to the emergency. If delay

in response to a caller has undesirable consequences, measures can be taken to

shorten the response time and/or to reduce the volume of calls to the dispatcher.

64
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OD 64
RESEARCHABLE ISSUE

#11

PROBLEM

Bow can one clarify, in physiological and psychomocial terms, the circumatancee

undor which n fire fighter should temporarily remove him/herself from active

fire fighting for health safety reasons? How can citizens he encouraged to

accept this procedure?

BACKGROUND

Fire departments emphasize the importance of temporarily relieving fite hters

from direct fire fighting activities in order to protect them against excessive

inhalation of smoke and to avoid exhaustion. However, they note that property

owners and spectators perceive of this period of inactivity as gross inefficiency

and negligence and can become actively antagonistic as a consequence. Although

the removal procedure is considered essential to maintaining fire fighting ef-
v.*

ficiency, there arexdata upon which fire fighters base decisions to withdraw

and re-enter.

SIGNIFICANCE /

Data defining when fire fighters should be withdrawn and when they should re-

turn to activity would increase efficiency. Development of an educational and/

or public relations program covering this problem area would be helpful toward

improving the public's image of the fire department.
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S. HFSEAHCHASES ISSUE
Pitt

PROOLEM

To vhst degree does job stress produce family stress that in turn may influ-

oncC job performance. 'To what extent do orgnnizational fnctors, such to* work

hours, time, attitudes of friends and the general public, peer requirements,

and occupational stress, etc. or a combination of all these elements,

or Ocrease

BACIsCROUND

The curre

family stress among service workers?

increase

'4

literature abounds with references as to how crises may to met by

professional and non-professionals in local communities. A vast array of tech-

niques for meeting crisis situations are described, as is the impact of these

intq, tions on the recipient of service. However, little is described of

the /Mpact on the providers of services and their families. It is the service

workers, thewselves, who establish the importance of this issue. Service workers

describe how stresses that they encounteron the job influe- -heir family life.

They indicate that reactions to crisis events or the-anticssrson of these

evensS, particularly in ambiguous

brought home and influence family

situations and job dissatisfactions are
4

relationships. The reactions to stress are

manifested in absenteeism, injury, sickness, alcoholism, despondency, marital

discard and divorce.' A basic problem recognized by both staff and administration

1s hos( to reduce the effectS of job-induced stress. A second question is how to

prevent these stresses from resulting in marital problems which in turn may have

a negative influence on job performance.

SIGNIFICANCE

More specific understanding of how job related stress impacts upon family life

and how family problems impact on.job performance would provide information that

may bA valuable in helping reduce work-family pressures experienced by service

workerS.

66
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RESEARCHABLE 1SSUe.

#19

PROBLEM

When an emergency occur, it affects the helper fie well as the victim, What

can be dyne after an emergency to help recipientr; and deliverers of aervice

cope with their post-emergency reactions?

BACKGROUND

After An emergency has been met, both citizens and officers may feel angry,

cunfused or helpless. Citizens may seek to blame the police or fire officers;

the officers may be angry at the accusations, Beth are in situations over

which they have very little control and they may well sec ways that the caner-

\
gency could have been prevented entirelY, For inetsnce, while a fire burns, .

everyone is caught up in the tasks of containing And controlling it. During

cleanup, however, citizens may accuse fire fighters of acting irresponsibly.

At the same time, fire fighters often realize thac the fire was preventable

and, as a result, feel rage o- bitterness toward she "irresponsibility" of a

,citizen such as the parent of an injured child.

SIGNIFICANCE

1. Thc post-emergency feelings of both recipient and deliverer might have

negative consequences for each. By helping the recipient to relieve his/her

post-emergency feelings, debilitating post-disaster effects might be mitigated.

2. At the same tie post-emergency recipient deliverer interaction might serve

an educational purpose while reducing recipient /deliverer post-emergency hos-

tility.

af
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RESEARCHAHLL I4111
120

PROBLEM

'Providers of emergency services are uniquely subject gc) m lArietY 01 Ogresses

due to the kind of work they do and the family<ennip0ti that results 1616e

service provider-recipient inecraction adversely sffkGtod by Hoch tarq000,0 If

so, what measures can be taken'to alleviate them?

BACKGROUND

.,

Police officers in particular are subjected to extra v Htresses on the job,

Moreover,.peer pressures and norms may increase the Dors6440Gtreas by 4041-
ts,

4,.- 4'
.

.
. .

mizing only certain kinds of reactions. That provideio 440skorgencY services
ts:--

.
,.

.
,

are-eubject to extreme stress Is evidencei by the hi ts, rates of family conflict

s

and alcohol misule in these populations. It is also

that many departments offer counseling to officers

SIGNIFICANCL

ongcrated by the fact

)qr families,

Research on this topic would seem valuable in order td identify the fo).loving:

1) What aspects of police work are most stresSful to the officer

and his family? Can they be modified to reduce the toll on

the officer? 11'

2) How does stress affect the police officer's vigqi particularly

Ak
his interactions with the public? Is producOvity tedocer

3) Is psychological counseling effectrire in al441-Ating ire

stresses affecting the,officer and his familyl kTeihere

tO

other,programs that maybe as or more effectl4e in Aidlng

the police officer in tiMem of personal / family oted?

A'
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'RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#2I

PROBLEM.

.

How do you encourage citizens to report OrobleM's quickly, accurately,. and to

the appropriate service? What. conditions facilitate the dispatcher-recipient

interaction so th the appropriate response can be quickly dispatched?.

BACKGROUND

Citizens may be slow to request service They may not want to call on'police

or fire services. They may misjudge the Severity of the problem. Sometimes,

for example, a person waits too long when a cooking fire gets .out of control

or is reluctant to report pain until it has become quite severe. When. art emer-

gency escalates, the citizen my panic and report incoherently or inaccurately.

He or she may call the wrong service, the wrong district, or simply may not

r'

know what to do. The deliverer, oft the other hand, may misjudge the situation

or diagnose it pocrly because he/she may be overloaded with

the dispatcher may not have.requested relevant information.

unaware of factors affecting the officer(s) who must deliVer

interference in transmission).

SIGNIFICANCE

calls. Sometimes

Sometimes they are

the services (e.g.,

More rapid and informe &requests from receivers of services and more accurate
.

diagnosis and dispatching of responders ,should produce shorter respOns

more satisfatory matching of services to needs, and better quality

'`
as judged by both 'deliverers and receivers -of emergency services.

(),
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I1SE CRADLE ISSUE
#22

PROBLEM

'Effective and,productive amelioration of crisis situations are'central con-

4
cerns for deliverers' of responsive services. To what extent can this atten-

tion to functional matters be combined'with responsiveneds to personal, human

concerns of the service recipient?

BACKGROUND,

Efficiency and productivity are usually measured in terms of the number of

complaints `or reports received versus,some4counting of their disposition.

Often, the "human" outcome is lost-in the process. Thus, the effectiveness

of an animal control program may be judged solely by the number of animals -\\

destroyed. Given this definition of goals and method of judging productivity,

unintended consequences can result., For example, an elderly man houses a

large number of dogs.' In response to complaints from neighbors, officers con -

r.
trol the hazard by-removing the dogs, unable to attend to the elderly man's

needs for dompani;ship and concern fdr.,hi's animals. As' the example indicates,

the methods and rewards for current serilt.Ce delivery systems favor the func-.

tioual response. In so doing, they may discourage attention to personal, hu-

man concerns of citizens.

SIGNIFICANCE
Ar\ oft

To the extent' thaf 'Oliriens' personal concerns are acknbwledged, they,will be

more satisfied with the service they are giyen. Deliverers of service should

profit a6'well. Combining attention to functional- requirements with concern

--\
for the psychological well-being of the victims of crisis would represent.ac-

,:-

,knowledgeme .1iS7 the system of the complex nature of .the delivery of emergency

'services.
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PROBLEM

RESE4RCHABL
#23

How does the threat that,service providers may, beLsubjec to liability risk.

91?
as a result of their work affect the,,deliyery of servic

\

BACKGROUND

Service providers in gmergenCy situations are subject to difficult and

dangerous. tasks which may result in injury to deliverer or recipient. Should

the person or the property of the recipient be damaged, or the'recipient be-

lieve that the situation was mismanaged the deliverer may be held liable.

SIGNIFICANCE

If as ja,.,result of their activities in a crisis situation, service providerS

.perceive that they are at risk of being subjected to disciplinary actions or

claims for damages they may be less willing to render such services aid the
1

Equality and quantity of services could be impaired.

4

)
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RESEARCHAW ISS4,
#24 "

"14Y'

PROBLEM

Often emergency situations draw large groups of people to rthe scene,of the

; occtirrance. Mow do youlaitigat against.the possible neghtive effects of I
r . r

bystanders or onlook,-s at thelpigne Of arbemergen
\,, .:'

BACKGROUND:

ii

GroupS of people ustol- gather at the scene of an emergency-and.often,at-_,
,

'tempt to "assist" the service deliverer. Sometimes their efforts provide

physical and 1)sychological support for service pr ers. More often, how-

ever, large groups of onlookers may Interfere with the delivery of,service;

they may occupy space needed by the service provider or eNen heckle or ac-

tively interfere with the activities of the service proyi*.

SIGNIFICAAE

--44*-

While 'the aid bystanders at the scene of a crisis may on some occasions

e)

be solicited by and beneficial to the goals of sere ce providers, with the

sophistication of modern crisis intervention syst s this is rarely the. case. i
,-,

Muchmore often, the presence of onlookers and bystanderscis a detriment to

the providing of services at the scene of a crisis.

o

4

I

4
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..PRO111,11
1

p7ibnte and .deliverers of resP'usive services eValugte the performance.. of

w:
theae aervies indifferent ways. They have different perspectives on crisis

,///>'and di#fcrcat expectations regarding appropriate action. Can evaluation ca-
t.'

ter0ifor the delivery of responsive services e 'developed which take inta----..
/

--- .

.

:

RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#25

account, the contrasting views of deliverer and receiver?
)*

BACKGROUND

When citizens report a condition.fp; event to an emergency service they often

or explicit notionsiabout what can and shouldrbe ne. Service

the other hand, are limited by law and practice. Thus, a burglary

have implicit

providers, On

,

victim may insist that a police officer search his neighbor's apartment because

he "knows" the neighbor is "bad" and7bably committed the crime. When the
c.

officer, politely and patiently, expla ns the law the citizen is dissatisfied.

Thus,, acceptable or even superior performance as judged by superiors within

the practitioner system, may be seen as inadequate by citizens.

SIGNIFICANCE

The quality of human service from a fleliverer's standpoint is affected by how

individual recipients view the sery ce. If the expectations of the recipient

are greater than or different from those of, the deliverer, overall satisfaction

is diminished. In addition to benefitting satisfaction, research into this area

would stimulate citizen and neighborhood-group input into the service delivery

systems.
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'PROBLEM

RESEARCHABLE ISSUE
#26

How doesa,police officer'a1.4,1 of general *du
1, #

i

job training) affect.his or her job performance

on (as opposed to specific

there an' optimal level of
%-

education associated with effective and efficient delivery ofiolice services?

BACKGROUND

Police officeri are agents of social control;. they prevent
16
cria4 and detect and

aiirehend 'criminals. Many police agencies, however, seek to acknewledge an ex-
.

panded definition of the police role. Recognizing that much of what constitutes

the day -to -day work of police officers is conflict management and response to

compl'ex social problems, -agencies are developing practices and:training programs
)

WhiCh better prepare officers for such tasks. Some departments, for example,

cre requiring that officers develop a systematic body of knowledge about condi-

tions in their assigned. areas. Concurrently, officert are granted greater dis-

cretion and encouraged to develop prOblem-solving strategies which take such

information into account.

Legitimization of this expanded role definition leads one to reexamine.the place

of advanced formal educ ion for the police practitioner. Regarding the police

officer as a "professional," some departments have decided to require more'formal

education of new offiers or to encourage those already employed to update their

kducation. There is an assumption behind such policies that the officer will

profit from 1) the_specific knowledge gained, 2) the personal discipline de-

veloped4:hough scholarship, 3) an exposure tp

analysis of social problems, and 5) increased

SIGNIFICANCE

different points

self-awareness.

If increased formal education does improve the day-to-

it should be evident in he providp-xecipient intera*101

-4

of view; 4) an

ork of police officers

ere with ad-

vanced educiitions shoul) show greaL understanding of-the communities in which
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1126 (.continued)

.they work, be more empathetic toward the persods With whom they come into con-

tact, and. be more effective and productive. -If suchis the,case police depart-

"ents may be justified in raising their-,educational requirements 'Or in providing

fifiuncial assistance to officers for continuing education. On the other hand,

incrTAed educational requir4ents reduce the pool of eligible job applicants.

If higher education does oot improqe an officer's effectiveness, it is not in,

tfie best interests'of pealice departments to require it.,

1
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